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“LOOKING AWAY” BLOCK PRINT BY GARY SIM, 2005

Surviving while being Creative

A

fter his divorce in 1995, artist and
researcher Gary Sim started casting about for new things to do. He found
himself attending a monthly estate auction at the Westin Bayshore and became
such a regular that he was hired by the
auctioneer. He handled pottery from Japan, masks from Africa, and jewelry from
Russia. Once he hauled in a dugout canoe
and a 10-foot totem pole, another time, a
Mexican throne. Sim started buying art
for fun. One of those paintings was by
Maud Sherman, a student of Group of
Seven artist Fred Varley. “I was curious to
learn more about Sherman and identify
the location in her painting. By the time
I’d accumulated enough information to

February Speaker:
Gary Sim
write a brief biography, I’d collected material on hundreds of other artists. When
I started losing track of what I found, I
created a digital index. Today that index
has over 2,500 pages and provides information on almost 18,000 artists.”
Early artists typically painted landscapes--views from railway lines or ships,
new towns, First Nations villages, and residents that they met along the way. “The
earliest BC artists were really explorers,
and most of their work is considered documentary art, rather than fine art,” says
Sim. “It was a new world for them, and

some artists couldn’t cope with the magnitude of the scenery. The mountains
were featured in thousands of paintings.”
These early artists and the struggles
that they faced are the subject of Sim’s
talk on February 23. “The difficulties
were almost insurmountable,” he says.
Artists fought off hungry insects, wolves
and other creatures sometimes in +40 degree weather. Emily Carr purchased an
old caravan trailer for painting trips that
she called the “Elephant.” Sim says she
also built a mobile protective device that
made her look like the “Tin Man” when
she painted in Northern BC.
CONTINUED INSIDE

NEXT MEETING: 7:30 P.M., Thursday, Feb. 23, 2017 at the Museum of Vancouver

President’s Notes

I

read and hear that a place
called Canada is having a
sesquicentennial. Canada –
yes, those four British colonies
thousands of kilometres east
of here that confederated in
1867.
We had a sesquicentennial here, last year, of the
union of the colonies of British Columbia and Vancouver
Island, which went largely unremarked amidst our real-estate and fentanyl follies. New
Westminster was briefly the capital of the united colony;
debate soon began on whether British Columbia should
join the new Dominion, and proceeded slowly while the
Canadian government negotiated with the Hudson’s Bay
Company to purchase and annex the prairies. BC joined
Canada in 1871 – what’s the chance there will be federal
celebration funding in four years?
As for Vancouver, in the summer of 1867 Gassy Jack
Deighton built his saloon near the Hastings Mill, established just two years earlier. That’s our 150th anniversary,
I suppose – the beginnings of Gastown, officially Granville
Townsite as of 1870.
All this is a roundabout way of noting that the VHS
doesn’t have any lecture or event planned this year to recognize Canada’s 150th. Jean Barman’s talk two years ago
on the interrelationships of geopolitics, Québecois fur
traders and indigenous women is about as close as we’ve
come to a “nation-making” topic.
Recall our rekindled interest recently (recorded in
the October, 2016 newsletter) in the Hastings Mill monument at the foot of Dunlevy commissioned by the VHS
52 years ago for the sawmill’s centenary. We-the-currentdirectors scrambled to our archives to find out about Gerhard Class’s sculpture, and have worked since with Port
of Vancouver staff to relocate it away from a shore-power
project that will take over its site.
An update: we met with a city representative to try
to find a location near the mill site on city land; however, the monument is too big to relocate onto the meagre,
contested bits of public space in that part of town. It will
be resettled in front of the Mission to Seafarers building,
but its accessibility to the casual visitor will soon be challenged, as the Port is going to put a security gate below the
overpass at the foot of Main Street in 2019. Present ID
and you will still be able to see it, but you’ll really have to
want to.
Michael Kluckner
presidentvhs@gmail.com

Speaker Ivan Sayers at the 2016 Luncheon. PHOTO BY KELLAN HIGGINS

Annual Incorporation Day Luncheon

W

e are thrilled to announce that Mike Harcourt, former
Mayor and BC Premier, is this year’s Incorporation Day
Speaker. As always, the event celebrates the incorporation of
the City of Vancouver on April 6, 1886. This year’s luncheon
kicks off at 12:30 p.m. on Sunday April 2 at 12:30 at the University Golf Club, 5185 University Boulevard.
The cost is $40 for members, $45 for non-members and
includes a buffet and prize draws. We will also present the
Award of Merit to this year’s deserving recipient. Tickets are
available at the February and March meetings and soon online
at www.vancouver-historical-society.ca.
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While travel was difficult, galleries were almost non-existent. Few
miners or loggers lined their walls
with original art and the number of
potential clients was limited. Most of
these early artists survived by teaching or doing advertising illustrations.
Some, he says, painted signs, windows
and carriages, decorated ceremonial
arches or buildings, while others were
supported by a patron, and a few were
independently wealthy.
“Some amateur or Sunday painters also exhibited. Many artists were
itinerant, moving from town to town
to paint local scenes, showing their
work in store windows or hotels,” says
Sim. “If a painting turned out well, it
might be painted a few more times for
sale. They had to hustle their work.”
Sim has also had his own struggles and share of interesting jobs. He’s
worked at everything from fruit picking to fighting forest fires. From 1978
to 1987 he worked for BC Rail rock
gangs drilling, blasting and chain sawing his way along the cliffs and can-

Upcoming Speakers
The VHS invites everyone to attend our
monthly talks. Admission for non-members
is by donation. Talks are held at the Museum of Vancouver, 1100 Chestnut Street
(in Vanier Park) at 7:30 p.m. on the fourth
Thursday of every month except June, July,
August and December.

 “HIGHER RISES” BLOCK PRINT BY GARY SIM, 2005

yons beside the BC Rail mainline. In
2013, Sim published a memoir called
Railway Rock Gang, based on those
experiences.
As work took him around the
province, Sim filled his spare time
painting and drawing his surroundings. Over the past decade, he has exhibited his work more than 40 times.
— Madeleine de Trenqualye

Thursday, March 23, 2017
The Ferries of Indian Arm
Speaker: Ralph Drew, Mayor of
Belcarra

Ralph Drew has been Mayor of
Belcarra for over three decades. He
wrote his first award-winning book:
Forest & Fjord: The History of Belcarra in 2013, and followed that
with Ferries & Fjord: The History
of Indian Arm in 2015. Join Mayor
Drew for a talk about the floating
grocery stores and travelling post
offices of Indian Arm.
Thursday, April 27, 2017
Historic Clan and Association
Buildings of Vancouver’s Chinatown
Speaker: John Atkin and City Planning
staff involved in Chinatown

This postcard was mailed in 1904 and comes from the estate of Charles Haynes in England.

A

dreamy tranquil postcard view from
the Hotel Vancouver at Georgia
and Granville, sometime after 1891. The
road on the left is Howe, the prominent
building in the left distance is the first
Vancouver Club, established in 1891 at

Hornby and Hastings on the street end –
the site is now a small plaza. The building
survived into the 1920s as a war veterans’
club after the current Vancouver Club
was erected next door to it.
— Michael Kluckner.

Chinatown’s historic clan and associations buildings are a unique
heritage resource in the city of Vancouver. As Chinatown evolves these
structures provide the continuous
thread of history in the community.
Built in an era when mutual support
was a necessary and needed part
of life for the city’s Chinese immigrants, the buildings reflected the
architecture of southern China.

Who was Maxine MacGilvray?
John Atkin can be a bit of a killjoy, always
squashing rumours about secret tunnels in
Chinatown, ghosts in the Dominion Building,
and well, blood in Blood Alley. John squashes
another rumour in his story about a tunnel
that supposedly connected a sugar baron to a
brothel, but in doing so he uncovered some fascinating information about Maxine MacGilvray, a successful businesswoman who moved
to Vancouver in 1914.
By John Atkin, Civic Historian

T

he JJ Bean on Bidwell in Vancouver’s West End sits behind the preserved facade of Maxine’s Beauty School.
The question that’s most often asked is
if there was a tunnel that connected the
Rogers’ mansion Gabriola on Davie with
a bootlegging operation and/or brothel
based out of Maxine’s.
Apart from the general absurdity
of the idea – the elevation change between Gabriola and Maxine’s would
have made a tunnel an incredibly expensive engineering feat—Maxine’s was built
in 1936—long after prohibition ended in
BC and three years after it was repealed
south of the border. There was no need
for a bootlegging operation, let alone
tunnels in the building, and the idea
that a tunnel was used by sugar magnate
B.T. Rogers to access a bordello from his
home makes no sense because Rogers
died in 1918.
The idea of the brothel probably stems from the sexy sounding name
Maxine’s, but while sexy, it was still just
a beauty school. Instead of a silly cliche,
what we do have is a story of an enterprising woman who built a successful series of businesses here and in Vancouver
and Seattle. I think she deserves some
recognition.
So who was Maxine?
Maxine’s was named after Maxine E. MacGilvray from Wisconsin. Her
name first appears here in connection
with beauty products sold by Spencer’s

Maxine’s Beauty School in 1936 in the West End. PHOTO COURTESY VANCOUVER ARCHIVES 99-4477.

department store in 1914. Trained in
California, she gave talks on skin care at
the store and would later open the first of
her parlors in the store.
Maxine started with a hair salon
in the 600 block of Dunsmuir, opened
her second location in the 1920s on the
ground floor of a house at 1211 Bidwell
Street, and followed this with the opening
of the Maxine College of Beauty Culture
next door. Maxine manufactured her
own beauty products in a small factory at
999 East Georgia Street called the Max
Chemical Company
She hired Ivor Ewan Bebb, a young
Welshman who came to Canada in 1924
as her apprentice. Four years later Maxine, 36, and Ivor, 26, were married in
Washington State. In 1931 the company
moved to 1223 Bidwell to join her other
enterprises and was renamed the MaxIvor Company.

The couple hired architect Thomas B. McArravy to design a new building
to replace the original school on Bidwell
in 1935. The design is a cute Mission
Revival building which was expanded in
1940 by architect Ross Lort. This is the
preserved facade we see today
The Vancouver beauty school
closed in 1942 and the couple converted
it into the Maxine Apartments. By the
late 1940s, advertisements show it as an
apartment hotel, and later as a full blown
motel. In 1943, Maxine and Ivor opened
the Max-Ivor Motel on 4th Avenue South
in Seattle. The motel had 20 rooms, maid
service and steam heat. Maxine died in
1952 and Ivor moved to Seattle to run an
expanded Max-Ivor motel.
Hear more Tales from the West End on
the third Tuesday of every month at JJ Beans,
Bidwell and Davie Streets. For more information: www.facebook.com/TalesFromtheWestEnd/
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